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Predicting residual rectal adenocarcinoma in the surgical specimen after preoperative brachytherapy with endoscopic ultrasound
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BACKGROUND AND STUDYAIMS: A novel brachytherapy (BT) protocol evaluated at McGill University has shown promise in terms of downstaging and achieving high tumour sterilization rates in rectal cancer. Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) has emerged as the imaging modality of choice for local staging of rectal cancer. However, external beam radiotherapy appears to decrease the accuracy of EUS from 85% to 40%. The aim of the present study was to prospectively evaluate the accuracy of EUS in assessing the response of rectal cancer to BT.

PATIENTS AND METHODS: Thirty-three patients with locally advanced (stage T2 or T3) operable rectal carcinomas were included in an experimental protocol involving a novel conformal technique, using three-dimensional planning, to administer high-dose rate preoperative BT. The 18 patients who were able to have a post-BT EUS exam arranged within two weeks before surgery (eg, four to eight weeks post-BT) were included in this study. Tumour (T) and lymph node (N)-staging on radial EUS, as well as interpretation of the residual tumour, were assessed prospectively. Pathologists were blinded to the post-BT EUS results.

RESULTS: The mean age was 70 years (SD ±11; range, 52 to 93 years) and 78% of the patients were male. Pre-BT EUS indicated that 16 patients (89%) were stage T1, and two were stage T2. Five patients (28%) had positive nodes (N1) by ultrasound. With BT, the mean maximal wall thickness on EUS decreased from 14 mm to 9.4 mm (P<0.001). At the time of surgery, seven of the 18 patients (39%) had no detectable tumour in the resected specimen; one had carcinoma in situ, one was stage T1, one was stage T2, and eight were stage T3. Eleven patients (61%) underwent an abdominoperineal resection, including four of the 11 (36%) with no ultimate evidence of residual carcinoma. Eight patients (44%) were node-positive. The sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values of post-BT EUS in predicting residual tumour were 82%, 29%, 64% and 50%, respectively. The post-BT EUS accurately predicted the T-stage in eight (44%) patients; most errors were due to overstaging.

CONCLUSIONS: Rectal cancer T-staging by EUS post-BT is inaccurate, and although it appears sensitive in predicting the presence or absence of residual tumour in rectal adenocarcinoma after preoperative BT, the low predictive values in this setting limit its utility at this time.
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Previsions, à l’échographie endoscopique, d’adénocarcinome rectal résiduel dans des prélèvements chirurgicaux après une curiethérapie préopératoire

CONTEXTE ET OBJECTIF: Un nouveau protocole de curiethérapie, évalué à l’Université McGill, s’est révélé prometteur grâce à ses capacités de faire regresser des tumeurs cancéreuses rectales et d’atteindre des taux élevés de stérilisation. L’échographie endoscopique (EE) s’est avérée la meilleure technique d’imagerie pour la stadification locale du cancer du rectum. Toutefois, la radiothérapie externe semble diminuer la précision de l’EE, qui la ferait passer de 85 % à 40 %. La présente étude avait pour but d’évaluer de façon prospective la précision de l’EE en déterminant la réaction du cancer du rectum à la curiethérapie.

PATIENTS ET MÉTHODE: Trente-trois patients atteints d’un cancer du rectum local, évolué (T2 ou T3) mais résécable ont participé au protocole expérimental qui faisait appel à une nouvelle technique d’imagerie confor- mationnelle, en trois dimensions, en vue d’être soumis à la curiethérapie à forte dose en phase préopératoire. Sur ce nombre, 18 ont pu subir une EE post-curiethérapie dans les deux semaines précédant la chirurgie, soit quatre à huit semaines après le traitement; ces derniers patients ont formé le groupe à l’étude. Il y a eu évaluation prospective du degré d’évolution de la tumeur (T) et du degré d’atteinte des ganglions lymphatiques (N) à l’EE radiale, de même qu’interprétation de la tumeur résiduelle. Les pathologistes ont été tenus dans l’ignorance des résultats de l’EE post-curiethérapie.

RÉSULTATS: L’âge moyen s’établissait à 70 ans (ET 11 [écart type]; plage : 52 à 93 ans) et 78 % des patients étaient des hommes. Selon les résultats de l’EE pré-curiethérapie, 16 patients (89 %) étaient rendus au stade T1 et deux, au stade T2. L’échographie a révélé une atteinte des ganglions lymphatiques (N1) chez cinq patients (28 %). L’épaisseur maximale moyenne de la paroi à l’EE est passée de 14 mm à 9,4 mm (P<0,001) avec la curiethérapie. Aucune trace de cancer n’a été décelée dans le prélèvement chirurgical chez 7 (39 %) des 18 patients, un cancer in situ chez un patient, un cancer T1 chez un patient, un cancer T2 chez un patient et un cancer T3 chez huit patients. Onze patients (61 %) ont subi une résection abdomino-périnéale, dont quatre (36 %) parmi les onze qui ne montraient pas de signe final de carcinome résiduel. Il y a eu envahissement des ganglions lymphatiques chez huit patients (44 %). La sensibilité, la spécificité et les valeurs prédicitives positives et négatives de l’EE post-curiethérapie à l’égard des probabilités de tumeur résiduelle s’établissaient à 82 %, 29 %, 64 % et 50 % respectivement. Le stade T a été évalué correctement à l’EE post-curiethérapie chez huit patients (44 %); la plupart des erreurs se sont soldées par une sous-évaluation du degré d’évolution.

CONCLUSION: L’EE post-curiethérapie ne permet pas une stadification satisfaisante du cancer du rectum et, même si la technique se montre sensible pour prévoir la présence ou l’absence de tumeur résiduelle dans les cas d’adénocarcinome rectal après une période de curiethérapie préopératoire, ses faibles valeurs prédicitives dans le présent contexte en limitent actuellement l’utilité.
Cancer of the colon and rectum is diagnosed in over 100,000 new patients each year in the United States (1). The surgical therapy for rectal adenocarcinoma can be particularly disabling to patients, because it involves abdominoperineal resection (APR) for cases in which a 2 cm distal tumour-free margin is not felt to be possible using an anterior approach. Selective pre- or postoperative chemoradiotherapy has traditionally been regarded as adjuvant, in an attempt to reduce local recurrence and perhaps improve survival, but it has not been intended to achieve cure as primary therapy (2,3). Although endoluminal radiotherapy has been in use for over 20 years, this modality is still generally reserved for the small-sized stage T1 or perhaps T2 tumours and/or patients who are medically unfit for surgery (4-7). Curative multimodality therapy for esophageal cancer, boasting high tumour sterilization (eg, absence of residual tumour) rates, has raised questions regarding the need for surgical therapy in patients with gastrointestinal cancer who have no residual tumour after chemoradiotherapy (10-12). The key, however, will be the accurate nonoperative identification of those patients.

Endoluminal ultrasound has been used since the early 1980s to stage rectal adenocarcinoma. In 14 studies reviewed by Heriot et al (13), many of which involved a nonoptical probe, this modality demonstrated a tumour (T)-staging accuracy of 75% to 93% (except for one study showing an accuracy of 67%), and a lymph node (N)-staging accuracy of 77% to 88% (except for one study showing an accuracy of 62%). Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) also appears to be marginally more accurate than T- and N-staging by pelvic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (14). It appears, however, that the accuracy of EUS T-staging can be reduced from 86% to 47% by external beam radiotherapy (15). This phenomenon has also been noted in esophageal cancer (16,17). In these studies, although T-staging accuracy was reduced (17), sensitivity in predicting residual tumour was as high as 91%, with a false positive rate of 12% (16).

McGill University Health Centre's novel preoperative conformal high-dose-rate endoluminal BT protocol, using three-dimensional computed tomography (CT)-simulator planning, has been associated with a complete clinical response rate as high as 65% in stage T2 and T3 tumours (18). This technique's high preoperative sterilization rate shows promise in avoiding APR, or surgery altogether, in patients without residual carcinoma. This depends, however, on the accuracy of EUS to predict the presence or absence of residual tumour after BT, which has not been assessed previously. Thus, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of EUS performed following a full course of endorectal high-dose rate BT in diagnosing residual carcinoma.

### METHODS

Between October 1998 and October 2000, 33 patients were recruited into the study protocol to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of a novel conformal high-dose rate BT protocol for locally invasive rectal adenocarcinoma. Local institutional review board approval was obtained and all patients gave informed consent.

#### Patient population

Patients with newly diagnosed, locally advanced (stage T2 or T3) rectal adenocarcinoma who presented to the McGill University Health Centre and fulfilled the entry criteria, were recruited for the study protocol. Preoperative, pre-BT staging was performed by pelvic MRI, helical CT and rectal EUS (GF UM 30; Olympus Co, USA). The study exclusion criteria were the following: inability to undergo surgical resection; stage T1 or T4 disease by either EUS or pelvic MRI; and evidence of distant metastases on helical CT. Ten per cent of patients met the exclusion criteria. Eighteen of the 33 patients recruited into the trial were able to have a preoperative and post-BT EUS arranged and performed within two weeks of the planned surgical resection; a post-BT EUS was logistically not able to be arranged in the narrow window between four and eight weeks post-BT and the surgical date for the others.

#### BT protocol

All patients were examined by flexible sigmoidoscopy and rectal EUS after completion of their MRI and CT; a pre-BT clinical staging was assigned using the American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM classification (19). During this examination, after the EUS was completed, endoclips (Olympus Co, USA) were endoscopically placed at the proximal and distal margins of the tumour mass to facilitate BT planning and imaging whenever technically possible.

Patients were treated with remote afterloading high-dose rate BT with a flexible multi-channel endorectal applicator (Nova applicator, Nuclotron, The Netherlands), using a conformal technique involving three-dimensional CT-guided treatment planning, with the help of the endoscopically placed radiopaque endorectal clips. Dosimetry was tailored to the radial position of the bulk of the tumour, with differential loading of the delivery catheters. A dose of 26 Gy in four consecutive fractions (10 min to 20 min) of 6.5 Gy was delivered to the tumour radial margin. Conformal dosimetry was achievable for tumours up to 15 cm from the anal verge and at a maximum depth of 3 cm. Four to eight weeks were allowed for tumour downstaging before surgical resection.

#### EUS

Patients underwent a repeat EUS examination, performed by a single dedicated endosonographer, six weeks (range four to eight weeks) after completion of BT, and within two weeks before the planned surgical resection. The endosonographer was not blinded to the pre-BT EUS results. Patients with mild circumferential thickening of all wall layers, with layer blurring but without a focal hypoechogenic mass, were considered to have inflammatory changes but no residual tumour; those thought to have residual tumour were re-staged according the American Joint Committee on Cancer (TNM) classification (19). Allowance was made for the frequent mildly irregular appearance of the serosal margin endosonographically, which was felt to represent radiation-related inflammatory change. Therefore, a diagnosis of a stage T3 lesion after BT was made only when the serosal margin appeared frankly invaded by a definite mass or obvious pseudopod projections. The maximal wall thickness (MWT) was also recorded for each patient. Nodal status was determined by accepted endosonographic criteria (node size greater than 1.0 cm, hypoechogenicity, round shape and discrete margins).
Surgery and pathological examination
All patients underwent surgical resection, based on pre-BT staging alone. APR was planned if it was felt by the surgeon that a 2 cm distal tumour-free margin was not achievable with low anterior resection. All of the resected specimens were examined by one of the authors (RPM) and pathological staging was assessed using the American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM classification (19). Examination of the specimen was carried out without knowledge of the post-BT EUS results.

The resected colorectal specimens were fixed in 10% buffered formalin for one to three days, then described and sectioned according to a uniform protocol: multiple longitudinal 5 mm-thick slices were made throughout the abnormal areas, either ulcerated or containing macroscopically visible tumour, and multiple tissue blocks were taken from all of these areas; in most cases, the entire abnormal-appearing regions were submitted for histological examination. The sections were embedded in paraffin, processed using standard histological techniques; 5 µm-thick sections were cut, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and examined for residual tumour, radiotherapy-induced changes and other pathological features appropriate for the assessment of colorectal carcinoma specimens.

Following the surgery, the patients received adjuvant postoperative external beam radiotherapy and chemotherapy as per standard of care, if positive lymph nodes were found in the resected specimen.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were computed for demographic variables. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values for the prediction of residual cancer were calculated, with 95% CIs. These test performance characteristics were also calculated for assessment of nodal involvement. Kappa statistics measuring agreement beyond chance were calculated.

Factors predicting residual tumour were assessed from both the pre-BT EUS (proportion with stage T3 disease, proportion with nodal involvement, MWT) and the post-BT EUS (proportion down-staged, absolute reduction in MWT). Unpaired Student’s t tests were used for hypothesis testing involving continuous variables, and the χ² test (or Fisher’s Exact test where appropriate) was used for comparisons of proportions.

RESULTS
Eighteen patients underwent a post-BT EUS assessment for the presence of residual tumour and none had endoclips remaining at this assessment. The mean age ± SD was 70±11 years (range 52 to 93 years) and 78% of the patients were male. Before BT, EUS showed two patients (11%) who were stage T2 (invading the muscularis propria but not into the serosa) and 16 (11%) who were T3 (through the muscularis propria into the serosa and/or perirectal fat). Mean MWT was 14±3.4 mm on EUS. Five patients (28%; 95% CI 7% to 49%) had regional lymph nodes that were sonographically suspicious for malignant involvement (N1); 72% did not have significant regional lymphadenopathy (N0).

In all 18 patients, resected specimens were evaluated according to the aforementioned pathology protocol. After BT, pathological examination revealed that seven patients (39%; 95% CI 16% to 61%; P=0.0006 versus the 0% expected if BT was not able to sterilize the tumour) had no evidence of residual tumour (Figures 1 and 2). One additional patient had only carcinoma in situ. Three of the 11 patients (27%) with residual tumour only had tiny foci of malignant cells, seen in selected blocks. One of the 18 (5.6%) treated had residual T1 disease, one (5.6%) had stage T2 disease and eight (44%) had stage T3 disease. Significant downstaging occurred with significantly fewer patients having stage T3 disease after BT, in the surgical specimen (P<0.001; 95% CI for difference: 17% to 72%). Mean MWT on EUS decreased from 14 mm to 9.2 mm (P<0.001). In contrast, there was no significant downstaging in nodal status. Eight of 18 patients (44%) had positive nodes by pathology, after BT.

Eleven of 18 patients (61%) underwent an APR for their distal carcinomas, including four (36%; 95% CI 8% to 65%) who ultimately had no evidence of residual malignancy on pathological evaluation. Of the 11 with residual tumour, the degree of differentiation (grading) was reported as well-differentiated in one, moderately differentiated in six and moderately to poorly differentiated in three patients; in one patient, the degree of differentiation could not be assessed reliably. One patient was found to have unexpected liver metastases at the time of surgery. Three patients (43%) without residual tumour at pathology had documented extramural
specificity of 80% (95% CI 55% to 100%).
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interpreted incorrectly as having residual tumour (MASS [Hypoechoic

mass]), with invasion into the serosa (T3) as evidenced by pseudopod-

like projections, illustrating the difficulty in these assessments.
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spread: two with regional lymph node involvement and the

other with unexpected liver metastases found at the time of

operation. One of the three (33%) was detected to have nodes

by EUS.

Median follow-up was 6.5 months from the time of recruit-

ment (range two to 14 months). One patient died at nine

months without local tumour recurrence; this patient had

residual post-BT T3N1 disease by both EUS and pathology

and had undergone an anterior resection with negative mar-

gins. No other recurrences have been documented.

Performance of post-BT EUS in predicting residual tumour

Nine of the 11 patients with residual tumour were detected by

EUS (sensitivity 82%; 95% CI 59% to 100%) (Figure 2). One

of the two false negative exams was in a patient with carcinoma

in situ. In contrast, there were five false positive EUS exami-

nations (specificity 29%; 95% CI 0% to 62%) (Figure 3). Two

of the five false positives (40%) had mucin lakes and one had

extensive necrosis. Most specimens without residual tumour

had active inflammation. The corresponding positive and neg-

ative predictive values were 64% and 50%, respectively, and the

overall accuracy for predicting residual tumour was 61% (95% CI

39% to 84%), with a corresponding poor kappa for agree-

ment beyond chance (0.11).

In eight patients (44%; 95% CI 21% to 67%), the pathologi-

cal T-stage was exactly predicted on the post-BT EUS. Of

the remaining 10, seven (70%; 95% CI 42% to 98%) were over-

staged, but four of these (40%) were still within one T-stage of

the pathological stage. This comparison is summarized in Table 1,

with exact matches bolded. Again, the corresponding kappa

was poor for agreement beyond chance (0.11).

In the post-BT nodal assessments, there were four false neg-

ative and two false positive EUS examinations. These corre-

spond to a sensitivity of 50% (95% CI 15% to 85%) and a

specificity of 80% (95% CI 55% to 100%).

Predictors of residual tumour

A univariate comparison of baseline (eg, pretreatment) factors

between patients with successful tumour 'sterilization' and

those with residual tumour was performed. There was no

statistically significant difference in age, prevalence of pre-
treatment stage T3 disease, prevalence of pretreatment nodal

involvement or MWT (Table 2). Neither the downstaging

rates nor the absolute reductions in MWT were significantly

different in 'sterilized' patients versus those with residual

tumour (Table 2). Patients with stage T3 disease and those

who did not appear to be downstaged by EUS were more likely
to ultimately have residual tumour after BT; the strength of

these trends did not reach statistical significance. Also, pro-

portionally, nodal disease was more prevalent in the sterilized

group than in the group with residual disease; however, the CI of

the difference was wide (Table 2). These negative exploratory

analyses lack the statistical power to be definitive.

DISCUSSION

The accurate identification of patients with and without resid-

ual tumour after a BT protocol that promises a high tumour

sterilization rate in rectal adenocarcinoma would be ideal and

could, in theory, lead to less extensive surgical intervention.

EUS is the logical test for this purpose, although external beam

radiation-induced inflammation decreases the accuracy of the

EUS assessments. In the present study, the inflammatory

changes caused by BT were also a significant limitation, lead-

ing to a high false positive rate for EUS in predicting post-BT

residual tumour. The sensitivity for predicting residual tumour

was reasonable but the negative predictive value was still poor.

One potential limitation was our inability to arrange preop-
erative post-BT assessments on a significant number of

patients enrolled in the BT study. There is no reason to believe

that patients selected by these scheduling difficulties would

bias the apparent EUS accuracy in either direction.

Although higher stage tumours, in theory, could have been

more urgently operated on and consequently missed their post-

BT EUS, the high prevalence (89%) of stage T3 lesions in our

cohort suggests this did not occur.

Oversrating by EUS after BT was a significant problem

(Table 1): the inflammation that extends to the serosal edge,
producing an irregular margin with small pseudopod-like projections, will likely remain indistinguishable from serosal invasion. Disappointingly, even though these previously described artifacts (15) were taken into account in our EUS evaluation of these patients after BT, and despite a six-week average lag time between BT and EUS, there remained a significant number of false positive assessments. Clinically, however, false positives are preferable to false negatives.

Some post-BT EUS examinations in patients with complete tumour sterilization revealed focal hypoechoic masses, as demonstrated in Figure 3. The focal nature of this tailored conformal technique, which targets high doses of radiotherapy to those specific regions of the wall most involved by tumour, may lead to these more focal changes rather than the typical symmetrical diffuse changes seen with external beam radiotherapy. These masses mimicking recurrent tumour may represent focal edema from inflammation, or perhaps alternatively, necrosis or mucin lakes (Figures 4-6) as was seen pathologically in some specimens. The addition of deep tissue needle biopsy by EUS-guided FNA may have improved our results in terms of N-staging.

One limitation of this study is the poor sensitivity of EUS for N-staging. Nodal re-staging was not a primary endpoint of this particular study; we did not expect BT to alter lymph node status because of its limited depth of penetration and its lack of effect on N-staging, as shown in previous studies (20). Furthermore, some of the missed lymph nodes are beyond the reach of the echoendoscope. The addition of EUS-guided FNA may have improved our results in terms of N-staging.

In our clinical context, a high negative predictive value (true negatives as a proportion of all negative assessments) would be ideal to ‘rule out’ residual tumour. Because the residual tumour
prevalence was relatively high (61%), the negative predictive value was correspondingly poor (50%), despite a reasonable sensitivity. Improvements in the specificity, and perhaps even the sensitivity, by mural FNA via EUS, possibly with polymerase chain reaction, as mentioned above, may improve the negative predictive value in the future.

CONCLUSIONS
Radial EUS assessment of residual rectal adenocarcinoma after high-dose rate conformal BT is inaccurate in terms of re-staging. Although it appears sensitive for detecting residual disease, the false positive rate remains high and the poor predictive values corresponding to this moderate prevalence of residual disease limit its utility in this setting. Further studies are needed to examine if these patients with complete histologic sterilization of their low-lying tumours could be candidates for sphincter-sparing operations.
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